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7 EYE-OPENING, BUSINESS-TRANSFORMING
PRINCIPLES FOR USING DESIGN TO SELL
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What you, as a business owner, need to understand
right now if you want your investment into design
to provide maximum return on investment

DE

1.

You Have One 10th of a
Second to Make an Impression
Princeton psychologists Janine Willis and Alexander Todorov discovered that it takes a
person less than 10th of a second to make up their mind about somebody1. One single
glance is all it takes to decide whether you’re going to like or trust—or dismiss and
distrust—a stranger. First impressions really do occur in the blink of an eye—and once
they’ve formed, they’re incredibly hard to change.
So when your potential clients see your visual branding, what’s their first impression?
Does that powerful, rapid-fire impression cause them to stay on your website, pick up
your packaged product, or like your social media page? Or do they instantly feel that
what you have on offer is not for them?
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www.psychologicalscience.org/observer/how-many-seconds-to-a-first-impression

Perception Must
Match Reality

2.

Pretty design is not enough; you need authentic design to drive sales in the long-run.
Say your design looks great and attracts a lot of attention. That’s wonderful! But if
the brand perception your design inspires doesn’t ultimately match the reality of your
business, you’re dead in the water. After having an experience that doesn’t match what
your design promised, most customers will sour on your business.
In other words, authenticity really matters. Is your design true to what you really are as a
brand?
If you are in the process of rebranding or updating your company’s image it’s important
to check how your brand’s perception aligns with reality. Then you must bridge any gaps
that arise between the two.
Paul Jankowski identifies four steps2 to check that the perception your brand is creating
matches the reality of your business. To create an authentic brand that will drive longterm sales and customer loyalty:
• Determine how your customers currently perceive your brand
• Determine who your customers really are and what matters to them
• Identify the “touch points” where your customers will be experiencing your brand
(e.g., a website and a storefront are both touch points)
• Finally, create a brand style that aligns with the positive things that your customers
truly experience

2
www.forbes.com/sites/pauljankowski/2015/09/10/perception-is-not-reality-what-is-yourbrands-reality/#4aa486fe318d
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3.

How You Look Should
Represent Who You Are

Design must visually communicate your brand identity and equity.
Turns out design—the logo, fonts, colours, and images your business uses— is only the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to branding. Design that sells is more than just nice to
look at. Design that sells must accurately represents the intangible elements that make
up your Brand Identity and Equity.
According to Alexander Mendeluk of Business Collective, Brand Identity includes “your
vision (the “what”), your mission (the “how”), and your purpose (the “why”).”3 Closely
linked to Brand Identity is Brand Equity, which “is the intangible blood of your brand.
There isn’t a specific metric for reading its value, but you can feel it in your community.
You can see it in the way people talk about your brand."4
A great designer can communicate all of these core elements visually, creating a
brand that not only looks good but actually says something.
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www.businesscollective.com/3-essentials-of-branding-your-business
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www.businesscollective.com/3-essentials-of-branding-your-business

Connecting is Key
to Selling
If your design doesn’t speak to your clients they won’t listen.

4.

More than ever before, people are craving deeper and more meaningful connections.
And truly sophisticated and well-funded marketing always reflects that.
For example, have you seen a car commercial at the movie theatre lately? These
commercials aren’t focused on the features of the vehicle any longer. Instead, in about
15 seconds’ time, they construct an entire narrative that tugs on your heartstrings. In
this way, car companies communicate their desired Brand Identities: that they really
care about safety, family, efficiency, quality of life, etc.
When you connect with a customer’s emotions, you will reap the benefits. Consider the
example of the credit card that was targeted to Millennials. Harvard Business Review
describes how a major bank introduced a card that was designed to make its Millennial
users feel an emotional connection. Ultimately, the segment increased by 70% while
new account growth rose by 40%.5
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www.hbr.org/2015/11/the-new-science-of-customer-emotions
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5.

Consistency
Wins

Consistency in design reinforces everything you’re trying to communicate with your
brand, and makes your business harder to forget and easier to trust.
It’s one thing to make a strong first impression. It’s another thing entirely to achieve
brand recognition. At that point, people know who you are, and don’t forget you when
it comes time to make purchases.
Think about a company like Coca-Cola. How deeply has that brand’s distinctive visual
style imprinted itself on your consciousness? Now think about what it would be like
to see the Coca-Cola logo printed in the wrong colours and proportions. If you weren’t
looking carefully, you might not even recognize it as one of the world’s most
iconic brands.
Brands achieve recognition through one thing alone: consistency. No matter where
or how the brand appears, it always looks, acts, and feels the same. Whether your
customer visits your store or your website, reads your blog or your packaging, sees
your billboards or your uniforms, the experience is consistent.

Online Presence
Matters
We live in a digital world and it takes a split second to click to the next website if yours
isn’t designed to captivate.

6.

Nowadays, it’s easy to get passed over or forgotten without a robust online presence.
But while your website design needs to be current and on-brand, it doesn’t have to be
complicated. Having a simple, attractive, user-friendly website gives you a solid platform
to develop as your business grows. In fact, simple and intuitive websites are most likely
to provide the best customer experience.
The following statistics, pulled from Joe Rinaldi’s article, “30 Eye-Opening User
Experience Stats”, confirm the importance of a strong online presence:
• 52% of users said that a bad mobile experience made them less
likely to engage with a company.
• 60% Consumers feel more positive about a brand after consuming
content from it.
• 79% of people who don’t like what they find on one site will go
back and search for another site6
Here are a few tips for ensuring your website delivers a great experience to
your customers:
• Test out how your website looks on monitors of different sizes
• Use your website on a smart phone to ensure it works well for mobile users
• Ask clients of various ages to tour your website to make it’s user-friendly
and the information you’re sharing is clear and compelling
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www.impactbnd.com/blog/user-experience-stats-infographic
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7.

Making Memories Equals
Making Money

Sometimes people don’t need what you’re selling at that moment—but when they do
you want them to remember you.
Playing the long game in marketing means being memorable. But how can you create an
indelible impression in the minds of your future customers?
According to the developmental molecular biologist John Media, being memorable
is all about being visual. He says, “Hear a piece of information, and 3 days later you’ll
remember 10% of it. Add a picture and you’ll remember 65%.”7
But, as we’ve already pointed out, the visual part of your brand is only the tip of the
iceberg. Your design will help people to remember your business—but what will they
remember about it? Will they remember a business that captured their interest right
away? A business that seemed to share their values? A business that addressed their
needs?
By incorporating all of the principles we’ve discussed into your design, you’re going to
create lasting, powerful, and persuasive memories in the minds of your customers. And
when you make those memories, you’re bound to make more sales.
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www.brainrules.net/vision

The Proven Value
of Design
In closing, how we deliver information to our existing and potential customers matters
more than ever in our digital and highly visual society. Your design, combined with your
messaging, will dictate growth in a massive way.

8.

If after reading this you are still not convinced about the value of design, let us leave you
with a few statistics provided by Mary Stribley in her article “20 Reasons Good Design
(Really) Matters to Your Business.” According to Stribley:
In 2005, a group called The Design Council studied 63 portfolios of companies
that traded on the FTSE (Financial Times Stock Exchange) over the course of a
decade. What they discovered was that the companies that put an emphasis on
design did way better than the ones that didn’t – they outperformed the FTSE
100 index by 200% in fact.”8
In fact, research on the impact of design consistently shows that design substantially
alters the perception of a product or company.
So…do you feel like your design might be creating the wrong perception? Want to
create a brand that inspires sales? Contact our team of brand styling specialists and
learn how we can help your design tell your story and lead to more sales!
flyinghorsedesignstudio.com | 778.298.1119
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www.canva.com/learn/design-at-work
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